WHO ARE WE?

Eclectic Cool is the premier
contemporary lifestyle design brand
and retailer in Hong Kong. With an
international focus, Eclectic Cool sources
exclusive world-class brands and designs
not found anywhere else in the region.
We at Eclectic Cool offer authentically
designed furniture and homewares,
vintage pieces, limited editions, and
delightful collections specifically chosen
for the Hong Kong lifestyle.
Joanne Pereira, Founder and Creative
Director, established Eclectic Cool in
2011 out of her passion for art and interior
architecture and a desire to share that
love with the Hong Kong community.
Eclectic Cool is a physical and online
destination for lifestyle products that
you will want to keep, cherish and have
forever. Collections change daily and
seasonally according to current design
trends. We regularly travel around the
world, seeking inspiration and fresh
products to add to our ranges.
Examples of all our product ranges
can be found at our retail store located
in the quaint and trendy neighborhood
of Po Hing Fong in the boutique area of
Sheung Wan. In Ap Lei Chau, we have a
showroom aimed a designers, to display a
fuller range of our furniture, lighting and
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accessories.

In addition to our in store experiences,
we invite you to explore our Eclectic Cool
online store, linked to our popular blog :
www.eclectic-cool.com.

our designer’s sh owroom

WHY CHOOSE ECLECTIC COOL?

ESPECIALLY FOR
DESIGNERS

WE AIM TO MAKE YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH US AS A DESIGNER
SIMPLE, STRESS-FREE, AND REWARDING......

• A wide range of products that are internationally sourced at accessible prices
• Individualized bespoke offerings coupled with exclusive and limited edition
designs and vintage pieces

• Professional, reliable and logistical services with efficient turn around times
and friendly facilities

• Styling services including finishing touches and accessories
• Priority preview of new in-house and internationally sourced collections and
limited editions

• Complementary cross promotions and referrals of your work through our
blog, website and in store

• Reward and discount program- contact us for further details
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At Eclectic Cool we search high and low, near
and far for the perfect selection of furniture
appropriate for the Hong Kong lifestyle
from world-class European brands to pieces
proudly designed and made locally. Our
ranges are creative, functional, contemporary
and exclusive. Our products are suitable for
office environments to home interiors, both
traditional and contemporary, with designs
that are customizable to individual client
needs.
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1. Gubi- Adnet mirror
2. Gubi- Kangaroo table
3. Gubi- Masculo Chair
4. HAY- Mags Modular Sofa
5. HAY- Bella coffee table

6. HAY- J110 chair
7. HAY- DLM coffee table
8. Normann Copenhagen- Tablo table
9. Normann Copenhagen- One step up bookcase

LIGHTING
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Collection by GUBI, Normann
Copenhagen, custom neon &
bespoke lighting
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Lighting is our specialty here at Eclectic Cool. We
have many light styles and designs available in stock
or ready to order. We are renowned particularly for
our range of bespoke neon lighting. We can easily
custom any design: all that is needed is an idea or
image and dimensions of the finished design. You can
choose a font or even use your own script for a truly
personalized piece.
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1. Gubi- Bestlite pendant lamp
2. Gubi- Semi pendant
3. Normann Copenhagen- Bell lamp pendant
4. Gubi- Bestlite pendant lamp
5. Gubi- BL2 table lamp

6. Eclectic Cool- Custom neon lights
7. Gubi- Pedrera ABC table lamp
8. Gubi- Pedrera PD2 floor lamp
9. Normann Copenhagen- One step up bookcase

FLOOR COVERING & RUGS
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If you are looking for graphic designs like HAY,
ethnic styles like Beni Ouarain, or great basics from
ARMADILLO, you’ll find it at Eclectic Cool. Eclectic
Cool’s creative team can also individualize and
personalize a carpet design or create a rug collection
to meet your project needs. Our premium quality
floor coverings come in a wide range of vivid and
neutral colors at accessible prices.

1. Armadillo-Sahara Weave
2. Armadillo- Masai Weave
3. Armadillo- Nest Weave-Awning Stripe
4. Armadillo- Designer collection- Zanzibar
5. Armadillo- Drift weave
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6. HAY- Colour Carpet
7. HAY- Colour Carpet
8. Beni Ouarain carpet
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SOFT FURNISHING
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To add that styled finish, we offer an extensive
selection of soft furnishings and decorative
items like Moroccan leather ottomans or our
Eclectic Cool range of customized cushions
and pillows, designed and produced in Hong
Kong in different textures and hues and using
a range of ethic and designer textiles. We are
happy to source fabrics for your projects.
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1. -3. Tori Murphy Chevy cushion
4. Eclectic Cool Collection-Velvet cuhsion with silk ikat
5. Eclectic Cool Collection-Moroccan Leather Pouf
6. Eclectic Cool Collection- Lime Green Retro Brocade Cushion
7. Eclectic Cool Collection-Purple leather zig zag ottoman

8.- 10. Margarete Hausler Dip-Dye cushion

GIFTS & ACCESSORIES
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We offer a wide range of inspirational and
functional home accessories, giftware and
design objects formed from honest and
resilient materials. Each object is designed
to be used or played with, to be treasured
or to be given.
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1. Lisa Madigan- Home round blackboard
2. Carrier Freres Candles
3. -4. Normann Copenhagen- Drop it hook
5. Henry Dean London -Glass Vase
6. TineK -Ceramic pots

7. Plan & Simple candle
8. By Lassen- Kubus candle stand

TABLEWARE
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1. - 2. By Joost Ceramics Tableware
3. Hay - Kaleido Trays
4. Lara Napkin
5. Norman Copenhagen- Cognac Glasses
6. Henry Dean London- Glass Vase
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We offer timeless products that are designed to
bring functional beauty to everyday life through
enduring design, combinability, and incredible
quality. Our various brands of glassware,
dinnerware, cookware, and home accents can
easily be combined with each other to create a
cohesive look that is both timeless and purposeful.

7. NormanCopenhagen- Agnes Vase
8. By Lassen- Kubus candle stand
9. - 11. Emma Bridgewater Ceramics

DESK ACCESSORIES & STATIONERY
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From our passion for home and office
essentials grew our selection of finishing
touches for the office from gorgeous
stationery to stylish organization
solutions.
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Eclectic Cool has chosen unique pieces for utility,
functionality and beauty sourced from Paris,
London, Japan and Hong Kong. We also custom
design stationery and office products for your
discerning customers.
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1. Rifle Paper .Co- Botanical Jornal
2. Another Country- Desktop Series
3. Anything Design Stationary
4. Salbo Design- Chinese New Year Card
5. Twy Pencil
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6. Shanna Murray Decals
7. Austin Press Card

VINTAGE & ART
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Eclectic Cool travels around the
world looking for vintage furniture
and decorative items that adds that
touch of distinction to your interior.
Our vintage and antique furniture
is lovingly restored and finished.
We recover our antique chairs
with a combination of vintage and
contemporary fabrics , bring classic
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1. Vintage Tudric pewter tea set
2. Vintage Brass Lantern
3. Eclectic Cool Antique/ Vintage Collection
4. Antique Blue Louis Phillipe Chair
5. Antique Japanese Blue and White plate
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